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Ocean turbulent mixing exerts an important control on the rate and structure of the overturn-12

ing circulation. Recent observational evidence suggests, however, that there could be a mismatch13

between the observed intensity of mixing integrated over basin or global scales, and the net mix-14

ing required to sustain the overturning’s deep upwelling limb. Here, we investigate the hitherto15

largely overlooked role of tens of thousands of seamounts in resolving this discrepancy. Dynamical16

theory indicates that seamounts may stir and mix deep waters by generating lee waves and topo-17

graphic wake vortices. At low latitudes, this is enhanced by a layered vortex regime in the wakes.18

We consider three case studies (in the equatorial zone, Southern Ocean and Gulf Stream) that19

are predicted by theory to be representative of, respectively, a layered vortex, barotropic wake,20

and hybrid regimes, and corroborate theoretical scalings of mixing in each case with a realistic21

regional ocean model. We then apply such scalings to a global seamount dataset and an ocean22

climatology to show that seamount-generated mixing makes a leading-order contribution to the23

global upwelling of deep waters. Our work thus brings seamounts to the fore of the deep-ocean24

mixing problem, and urges observational, theoretical and modeling efforts toward incorporating25

the seamounts’ mixing effects in conceptual and numerical models of the ocean circulation.26

Turbulence at centimetre scales plays a pivotal role in shaping the overturning circulation of the deep ocean27

(1; 2), as well as the ocean’s capacity to distribute and store climate-critical tracers (3; 4). As dense deep28

water masses flow away from their high-latitude formation regions, small-scale turbulence induces mixing with29

surrounding layers, leading to a net transfer of water across isopycnals. These transfers regulate the rate and30

structure of deep-ocean overturning (5; 6; 7) and, in so doing, influence the oceanic inventories and turnover31

time scales of heat, carbon and other important biogeochemical substances.32

After decades of extensive research, we now have a solid understanding of the key energy sources of turbulent33

mixing (winds, tides, and geothermal heating through the seafloor) (1; 8), and of a wide range of mechanisms34

of small-scale turbulence generation (9; 10). However, several major knowledge gaps remain. Possibly chief35

amongst them is the uncertain role of turbulent processes near the ocean’s bottom boundary. These processes36

have been argued to potentially account for the bulk of deep-ocean upwelling (1; 2), but, with few targeted37

observations, comparatively little is known about their nature and large-scale impacts.38

Most past investigations of turbulent mixing near the bottom boundary have examined contributions from39

either the breaking of internal waves (following the waves’ generation, reflection or scattering at the boundary;40

see (9) for a recent review), or a range of complex non-wave processes in topographically-constrained canyons41

and passages (e.g., hydraulic jumps at sills) (11; 12). More recently, the focus has shifted increasingly to a42

distinct class of phenomena underpinning near-boundary mixing: submesoscale instabilities (13; 14; 15; 16).43

These instabilities develop as quasi-geostrophic mesoscale flows over sloping topography generate a reversal44

in the sign of potential vorticity near the boundary, and induce overturning motions that restore stability by45

mixing boundary and off-boundary waters. Intense boundary mixing by submesoscale instabilities has been46

documented in association with strong mesoscale motions (such as the Gulf Stream (17) or a deep western47

boundary current (14)), suggesting that the instabilities may be widely active mixing agents.48

Yet, as common as these instabilities might be, fresh theoretical advances emphasize the potential prevalence49

of a largely overlooked, more generic form of mesoscale flow-topography interaction, which encompasses and50
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transcends most scenarios of submesoscale instability development: the generation of topographic wakes. These51

wakes are produced when the highly-sheared near-boundary flow separates from sloping topography and moves52

into the oceanic interior (18). Flow separation needs not always be associated with a reversal in the sign of53

potential vorticity close to the boundary, but may be readily enabled by the boundary’s geometry (19) or the54

background mesoscale strain field (20). Upon escaping the boundary’s constraint, the separated, sheared flow55

undergoes a variety of instabilities, which lead to both elevated turbulent mixing in the wake (17; 21; 22) and56

the generation of submesoscale vortical filaments (19; 23; 24). These filaments often merge and align to form57

submesoscale coherent vortices (SCVs) and, ultimately, may result in further mixing via a secondary emission58

of internal waves.59

Where, then, might we expect topographic wakes to induce vigorous turbulent mixing in the deep ocean?60

Although wake generation can potentially occur at any sloping topography, the most common form of such61

topography is provided by seamounts – of which some tens to hundreds of thousands with heights of hundreds62

of metres or taller are estimated to exist (25; 26). Thus, in this work, we combine the latest developments in63

our theoretical understanding of wake generation with a state-of-the-art global seamount census, to perform a64

baseline assessment of the role of topographic wakes in sustaining deep-ocean mixing and upwelling. This allows65

us to address the fundamental question originally posed by Munk & Wunsch (8): “Are seamounts and islands66

the stirring rods of the oceans?”67

Global Seamount Census68

Our analysis is founded on the seamount dataset of Kim & Wessel (27, hereafter KW11), which includes ∼25,00069

seamounts with heights in excess of 100 m in areas away from continental margins. Approximately 8,500 of70

these seamounts are taller than 1 km. Those authors predict that their database likely underestimates the71

global inventory of seamounts by nearly a factor of two, such that the total number of seamounts may lie in72

the 40,000–55,000 range. Thus, the KW11 database is conservative, as it includes a significantly lower number73

of seamounts than earlier predictions. For example, Wessel et al.(25) reported more than 100,000 seamounts74

with heights exceeding 1 km, and speculated that there are probably 25 million seamounts taller than 100 m.75

Similarly, Yesson et al.(26) reported ∼140,000 seamounts with peak heights between 500 m and 1 km, and76

∼ 33,500 seamounts taller than 1 km. The KW11 data incorporates corrections for the ambiguity in gravity77

signals due to small seamounts and for the overlap with abyssal hills. As a result, seamounts captured by the78

KW11 data are distinct from abyssal hills, and correspond instead to active or extinct undersea volcanoes with79

heights in excess of 100 m. It is worth noting that in the three realistic simulations used in this study, each80

using high resolution bathymetry derived from multi-beam surveys, there are multiple examples of seamounts81

that are not found in the KW11 seamount census, emphasizing the conservative seamount count of KW11.82

Figure 1b shows the global distribution of the KW11 seamounts, coloured by their height. For reference, the83

local depth is shown in panel a.84

Flow Around a Seamount85

A flow past a seamount generates a turbulent topographic wake with patches of both cyclonic and anticyclonic86

vorticity, leading to instabilities and formation of SCVs with either sign of vorticity in the wake of the seamount87

(23; 24; 28; 29). While two-dimensional (2D) wake flow past a cylinder is a classic focal problem in fluid88

mechanics, the description of 3D seamount wakes in a rotating density-stratified ocean is a recently-attacked,89

and far more complicated, problem. The impacts on wake dynamics of rotation and stratification can be90

encapsulated in two dimensionless numbers: the Rossby number Ro = U
fD

, and the Froude number Fr = U
NH

,91

where U is the horizontal velocity, f is the Coriolis frequency, N is the buoyancy frequency, H is the height92

of the seamount, and D is the diameter of the seamount at its mid-height. The Froude number gives the ratio93

of the energetically possible amplitude of vertical fluid displacement to the seamount height. A small Froude94

number (Fr < 1) implies that the flow skirts seamounts and leads predominantly to the generation of wake95

vortices, with potentially some lee wave generation at the top (Fig. 1d); in contrast, a large Froude number96

(Fr > 1) describes a regime with a substantial flow component directed over the seamount, resulting in a97

stronger radiation of topographic lee waves in addition to the wake. We note that there exists an extensive98

literature on flow over mountains in the atmospheric context, but such flows often correspond to higher Froude99

numbers as compared to the oceanic flows over seamounts and thus the dynamics are dominated by lee wave100

generation which is not our focus herein (30; 31).101

The vertical structure of wake vortices has been found to further depend on the Rossby and Froude numbers102

too or, specifically, on their ratio, which is expressed by the Burger number Bu = (Ro/Fr)2 = (NH
fD

)2. The103

Burger number can also be viewed as the (squared) ratio of an effective Rossby deformation radius RD ∼ NH/f ,104

(where the seamount height H replaces the ocean depth as the relevant vertical lengthscale), and the mid-height105

seamount diameter D. Small Bu values are associated with vertically coherent vortices (with horizontal scale106

set by the deformation radius), whereas large Bu values characterize layered vortices (with horizontal scale107
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at a given depth set by the local seamount diameter at that height) (23) – see Fig. 1d. This latter case108

carries important implications for the generation of small-scale turbulence within the wakes, due to the strong109

vertical shear between the vortices’ layers (24; 32). Thus, equatorial topographic wakes may be expected to110

be particularly effective at generating small-scale turbulence, as the equatorward-decreasing f results in more111

vertically-sheared wake structures and elevated turbulent energy dissipation (33). The dependence on Bu of112

dynamical regimes of flow impingement on seamounts outlined here has been recently explored and corroborated113

with large eddy simulations (32; 34).114

In this work, we set aside the lee wave radiation regime (Fig. 1d) which, despite its regional significance,115

has been investigated within earlier studies of lee wave generation over generalized rough topography (35; 36).116

We also exclude the influence of tides as we find that the tidal excursion is generally small compared to the117

horizontal scale of the seamounts, and the tidal flows are thus likely to be secondary to the mean flow in the118

generation of wake vortices (see Supplementary Information). However, tidal interaction with seamounts may119

also be important for enhancing mixing (37; 38). Instead, our focus will be on the turbulent mixing induced by120

vertically-sheared, layered vortices forming in the wake of seamounts across the world ocean. To our knowledge,121

the basin-scale impacts of this regime of flow-seamount interaction have not been considered to date, yet, as we122

will see, such impacts are predicted to be of considerable importance to the global ocean circulation.123

In Figure 1c, we construct a map of Fr based on the KW11 seamount data and climatological stratification124

(WOCE; 39), and a field of root-mean-square flow speed (at the mid-depths of the KW11 seamounts) calculated125

from a 1/48◦ resolution ocean model simulation, initiated by the Estimating the Circulation and Climate of126

the Ocean (ECCO) project, and hence observationally-constrained (40, see Supplementary Materials). The127

dependence of Fr on flow speed highlights regions known to be associated with intense flows such as the128

Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) system, western boundary currents, abyssal channels and passages, etc.129

The corresponding estimate of Bu is displayed in Figure 1e, illustrating that, overall, seamount wakes are130

expected to be more layered around the equator due to the inverse dependence of Bu on f . At high latitudes131

(e.g., in the ACC region) flow impingement on seamounts is instead mostly predicted to generate barotropic132

vortices. Note however that substantial regional departures from this general pattern do occur, linked primarily133

to the seamount aspect ratio H/D.134

A basin-by-basin histogram synthesis of the height-to-local-depth ratio and Bu of the seamount field is135

provided by Figure 1f. The Pacific Ocean stands out in that it hosts larger percentages of high-Bu and tall136

(relative to the local depth) seamounts than other basins. The more frequent occurrence of high-Bu regimes137

makes the Pacific Ocean particularly favourable to the development of shear-induced turbulence associated with138

layered wake vortices. In contrast, the Southern Ocean seamounts are expected to mostly produce barotropic139

vortices, with the Atlantic and Indian basins falling in between the Pacific and Southern Ocean extremes.140

The Pacific Ocean’s comparative richness of ‘locally tall’ seamounts further suggests that seamount-induced141

dynamics in this basin may impact shallower waters than in the rest of the world ocean.142

Based on idealized numerical simulations of flow around isolated seamounts, Perfect et al. (32) reported that
the volume-averaged turbulent diapycnal diffusivity follows the scaling

K ∼ (FrRo)2. (1)

This vortex-associated diffusivity may exceed background turbulent levels in the ocean interior (K ∼ 10−5
143

m2s−1) for FrRo ≥ 0.005, and can be as large as mixing rates in the most energetic tidal zones (K ≥ 10−3
144

m2s−1). The scaling of Eq. 1 exhibits qualitative consistency with the recent results of Srinivasan et al.(33).145

Next, we will show that the preceding theoretical framework, which was developed within highly idealized146

scenarios (32), provides an adequate characterization of flow impingement on a field of seamounts. We will do147

this through the analysis of three high-resolution realistic models of the ocean circulation in three paradigmatic148

regions: an equatorial area (representing the large-Bu limit with strongly-sheared, layered topographic vortices);149

a patch of the Southern Ocean (indicative of the small-Bu limit dominated by barotropic vortices and lee waves);150

and the intermediate case of a mid-latitude, seamount-rich area around the New England Seamount Rise. Having151

demonstrated the theory’s applicability in these realistic settings, we will then apply the scaling relation for the152

diapycnal diffusivity introduced above to the KW11 seamount data (Fig. 1b) and climatological stratification153

and flow speed data (Fig. 1c) to assess the contribution of seamount-induced mixing to deep-ocean upwelling154

on a global scale.155

Equatorial Seamounts: an Example of Layered Vortices156

The validity of the theoretical description of flow around a seamount in a realistic high-Bu setting is illustrated157

with a regional simulation in the equatorial Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 2; see Supplementary Materials for a de-158

tailed description of the simulation). Snapshots of relative vorticity at a vertical level (2800 m) intersected by159

seamounts (Fig. 2a) and along a vertical section crossing the model domain (Fig. 2b) reveal the occurrence of160

intense cyclonic and anticyclonic filaments and vortices in the wake of the seamounts, following a predominantly161
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south-Eastward current below 1500 m. These features exhibit complex, vertically layered structures that are162

associated with intense vertical shears (Fig. 2e), and are thus expected to generate strong turbulent mixing.163

That the simulated wake vortices conform to theoretical predictions may be illustrated by estimating the set164

of dimensionless parameters on which the theory is founded. The modelled flows around the seamounts are165

characterized by a typical Rossby number Ro ∼ 1, a Froude number Fr ∼ 0.01 − 0.1, and a Burger number166

Bu ∼ 100 − 10, 000. These correspond squarely to the layered wake vortex regime (Fig. 1d), and thereby167

indicate that the area should have a rich field of layered topographic vortices (33) – as indeed it is found to do.168

The simulation further lends support to the scaling relation for the diapycnal diffusivity produced by idealized169

numerical experiments (Eq. 1). Specifically, the vertically sheared layers in the simulation give rise to critical170

Richardson number values that, in turn, yield high diffusivities of as much as O(10−3 − 10−2) in the wakes171

of seamounts (Figs. 2f,g). These diffusivities exceed those away from topography by typically one to two172

orders of magnitude below 1500 m depth (Fig. 2d), and are in the range of (though, on average, slightly larger173

than) diffusivities predicted by the theoretical scaling (Fig. 2c). A comprehensive comparison of modelled and174

predicted diffusivities is provided in the Supplementary Materials.175

Drake Passage: an Example of Barotropic Vortices176

The Southern Ocean primarily hosts seamounts with Bu < 1 (Figs. 1e-f). As the deep-reaching jets and eddies177

of the ACC impinge on the Drake Passage seamounts, they are expected to generate barotropic wake vortices178

and lee waves. This prediction is tested here with a dynamically-downscaled regional simulation (Fig. 3a,b),179

based on the observationally forced and verified model of Mashayek et al.(41), but integrated at greatly refined180

vertical resolution to resolve the vertical mixing (as verified through comparison with observed mixing rates in181

Fig. 3c). A full description of the simulation is provided in the Supplementary Materials.182

In contrast to the equatorial case study, the very rough topography of the Drake Passage consists of many183

less well-defined seamounts, some of which merge into ridges and larger-scale bathymetric features. This is184

readily apparent in Fig. 3b, where a chain of seamounts rising above a depth of 3000 m is seen to criss-cross the185

southeastern part of the simulation domain. The ACC’s impingement on these seamounts leads to complex wake186

vortices (see map of relative vorticity at 3000 m in Fig. 3e) that interact non-linearly with one another as well187

as with their (larger-scale) parent mesoscale structures and (smaller-scale) lee waves. These same features are188

visible in a vertical section of relative vorticity (Fig. 3d), which additionally reveals that the topographic vortices189

are vertically extensive (i.e., quasi-barotropic), as indicated by theory. Horizontal (Fig. 3g) and vertical (Fig.190

3f) views of the diapycnal diffusivity in the model confirm that turbulent mixing is systematically enhanced191

around the topographic vortices (Fig. 3d,e), with diffusivity values approaching and exceeding O(10−3) m2s−1
192

near the seafloor. It is not expected that the scaling (1) will be relevant in this scenario, as the mixing near193

topography is primarily due to breaking internal waves generated by the flow-topography interaction.194

New England Seamounts: an Example of Mixed Dynamics195

Intermediate cases with moderate Bu can also lead to intense mixing. For example, numerical simulations of the196

New England seamounts – a chain of deep seamounts on the path of the Gulf Stream – highlight the occurrence197

of intense turbulent wakes and high amplitude lee waves in the lee of the seamounts (Figs. 4a,b). These wakes198

can extend horizontally up to 100 km downstream, and vertically from the bottom to slightly above the peak199

of the seamounts.200

The seamount shown in Fig. 4d has a shape similar to that of the idealized seamount studied by Perfect201

et al. (32), with characteristic values of D = 25 km for the half-width, H = 3000 m for the height, and a202

water depth of 5000 m. Locally, the Coriolis parameter is f ∼ 0.8× 10−4 s−1, and the mean stratification is203

N ∼ 1× 10−3 s−1, corresponding to a typical Rossby number Ro ∼ 0.1, a Froude number Fr ∼ 0.1, and a204

Burger number Bu ∼ 2. The vortical wake structure is thus expected to be more vertically coherent than in205

the equatorial case, as confirmed by the simulation (Fig. 4b and supplementary animation).206

The vortical wake is associated with an enhancement of turbulent mixing, again by one to two orders of207

magnitude relative to typical levels at the same depth away from the seamounts (Fig. 4d). In this case, the208

elevated diffusivities are localized predominantly on the anticyclonic side of the wake, as is characteristic of209

centrifugal instability in the near wake for extratropical cases with Ro < 1 (33). The diffusivities exceed again210

those predicted by the theoretical scaling (Fig. 4c), as further described in the Supplementary Materials.211

Global Deep-Ocean Mixing and Upwelling212

Next, we explore the global implications of seamount induced mixing by applying Eq. (1) to the KW11 dataset213

and climatological hydrographic data (WOCE). Specifically, we only account for the turbulence induced by the214

shear in between the layered wake vortices (Bu > 1), which is absent from representation of ocean turbulence215
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in climate models (and hence is the novelty of this work), and not the mixing associated with seamount-216

radiated internal lee waves or wave-vortex interactions which can have overlaps with existing mixing estimates.217

The outcome is shown in Fig. 5a –the details of the map’s construction are discussed in the Supplementary218

Materials. For comparison, panels c and d respectively display the diffusivities associated with internal tides219

and lee waves on an illustrative deep-ocean density level. Seamount-generated mixing is found to be intense220

compared to the most energetic tidal and lee wave mixing, specially at lower latitudes, although strong tidal221

mixing is substantially more widely spread. The map in panel a is entirely absent from mixing parameterizations222

in ocean and climate general circulation models. Our decision to exclude the tidal or lee wave mixing induced223

by seamounts ensures that there is no overlap between panels a and c,d.224

The impact on deep-ocean upwelling of seamount-generated mixing is assessed by quantifying the rate225

of water mass transformation effected by this and other (i.e., internal tides and lee waves) mixing agents.226

The characteristic distribution of the diapycnal velocity induced by the three mixing agents considered may227

be illustrated with an example from a deep isopycnal in the Pacific Ocean (Fig. 5e), where red and blue228

respectively denote local lightening (i.e., diapycnal upwelling) and densification (i.e., diapycnal downwelling)–229

see Supplementary Materials for a description of the calculation. As found by other recent works (42; 2; 43; 44),230

downwelling is prevalent in the interior of basins, but intense upwelling occurs near topographic boundaries,231

where the selected isopycnal approaches the seafloor. When integrated globally (Fig. 5f) or across the Pacific232

(Fig. 5h), as much as tens of Sverdrups (1 Sv ≡ 10−6 m3 s−1) of deep waters down- or upwell across isopycnals,233

leading to a smaller residual net (i.e., upwelling minus downwelling) diapycnal transfer on the order of 1-10 Sv234

for all deep-ocean density classes (Figs. 5g,i).235

Examination of the individual contributions of seamount-, internal tide- and lee wave-generated turbulence236

to the water mass transformation rate reveals that seamount-induced mixing is a leading-order player in both the237

upwelling and downwelling components of the transformation (Figs. 5f,h), as well as in the net global- or basin-238

scale diapycnal transfers (Figs. 5g,i). For most deep density classes, seamount-generated mixing contributes239

O(30%) or larger of the tidal upwelling, downwelling or residual transformation; tidal component is of course240

expected to be dominant (35; 44).241

We emphasize that our estimates are conservative due to four factors: (I) the seamount count of KW11242

is likely very conservative; for example all three of our regional examples included many seamounts missing243

from KW11, (II) we only accounted for high Bu tall seamounts (e.g., compare Fig 5a with Fig 1b); other244

seamounts also contribute to mixing, (III) we only accounted for shear-induced turbulence in between layered245

vortical wakes; seamounts generate mixing due to wave generation, wave-vortex interactions, near boundary246

instabilities, and tide-seamount interactions, none of which were accounted for here, and (IV) the formula used to247

infer mixing from the seamount dataset seems to underpredict mixing compared to our regional high-resolution248

model outputs.249

Discussion250

We have demonstrated that theoretical descriptions of the turbulent mixing generated by flow impingement251

on seamounts, which were developed for highly idealized scenarios, hold broadly for realistic flow and topogra-252

phy configurations. By conservatively applying these theoretical ideas to global seamount and oceanographic253

datasets, we have shown that turbulence associated with seamount-generated layered vortices makes a leading-254

order contribution to deep-ocean mixing and upwelling – comparable to contributions from other, much more255

extensively studied sources of turbulence. We conclude that seamount-induced turbulence may be a significant,256

hitherto-overlooked new player in the ongoing debate around the closure of the overturning circulation’s deep257

upwelling limb (45; 46; 47; 48; 49; 50; 51; 52; 53). This appears particularly plausible near the equator and in258

the subtropics, where the layered vortex regime highlighted in our work occurs widely.259

Despite this regime’s likely important role in shaping the deep ocean circulation, there have been, to our260

knowledge, no observations of seamount-generated layered vortices and their associated mixing to date. As261

such, the mixing effects of seamounts are absent from state-of-the-art climate-scale ocean models. Furthermore,262

one of the largest uncertainties in the estimates presented here is the potentially significant underestimate in263

the number of seamounts in the KW11 dataset, thus future improvements to global bathymetric maps will264

also play an important role in quantifying seamount driven mixing. We suggest that addressing these major265

knowledge gaps will require not only first-of-their-kind observations and model parameterizations of seamount-266

generated turbulence, but also advances in dynamical understanding of the evolution of the separated vortices.267

This evolution may implicate a variety of instabilities (19; 17; 24; 33), and interactions with both submesoscale268

phenomena at the bottom boundary (13; 14; 15; 16), seamount-radiated lee waves (34), and near-inertial waves269

(22). The ground is thus laid for the ocean mixing community to drive a fruitful, multi-faceted expansion of270

this new area of research.271
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Figure 1: (a) Ocean depth. (b) Global distribution of seamounts (from (27)), composed of ∼25,000 seamounts,
(c) Same as panel b, but coloured based on the seamount Froude number. (d) A schematic summarizing the
various dynamical paradigms of flow around seamounts as a function of Burger and Froude numbers.(e) Same
as panel b, but coloured based on the seamount Burger number. (f) Histogram of seamounts based on their
Burger numbers and divided into different basins. A map of Froude number for the seamounts is included in
the Supplementary Materials.
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Figure 2: (a,b) Snapshots of relative vorticity (a) at 2800 m depth in the equatorial Atlantic Ocean, and (b)
along an approximately along-stream vertical section crossing several seamounts (shown as a dashed line on
panel a). Hatched regions highlight instantaneous vertical mixing coefficient Kρ larger than 10−4. (c) Predicted
vertical mixing coefficient Kρ from the seamount database. The simulation domain is shown in black. (d)
Vertical profiles of Kρ spatially integrated over the full simulation domain in blue, over the seamount region in
green (see green domain in panel f), and over a region away from seamounts in black. (e) Snapshot of vertical
velocity shear along the same along-stream vertical section than in (b). (f,g) Time-averaged vertical mixing
coefficient Kρ (f) at 2800 m depth, and (g) along the same along-stream vertical section than in (b,e).
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Figure 3: (a,b) The domain of the observationally forced and verified Drake Passage model, a full description of
which is in the Supplementary Materials. The contour shows relative vorticity, ζ/f , at 3000m depth to illustrate
the wake vortices flowing through the seamount ranges. (c) Model vertical diffusivity averaged over 20 days
in the whole domain (blue dashed) and over the boxed region in panels e and g (green) and microstructure
observations of diffusivity in the same box (black). (d) vertical section along dashed line in panel e. (e) top
view of panel b. (f) 20-day maximum of the vertical mixing (diapycnal diffusivity) on the same slice as in panel
d. (g) same as panel e but top view of a slice at 3000m depth.
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Figure 4: (a,b) Snapshots of relative vorticity (a) at 2800 m depth in the North Atlantic ocean, and (b) along an
approximately along-stream vertical section crossing a seamount (shown as a dashed line on panel a). Hatched
regions highlight instantaneous vertical mixing coefficient Kρ larger than 10−4. (c) Predicted vertical mixing
coefficient Kρ from the seamount database. The simulation domain is shown in black. (d) Vertical profiles of
Kρ spatially integrated over the full simulation domain in blue, over the seamount region in green (see green
domain in panel f), and over a region away from seamounts in black. (e) Snapshot of vertical velocity shear
along the same along-stream vertical section than in (b). (f,g) Time-averaged vertical mixing coefficient Kρ (f)
at 2800 m depth, and (g) along the same along-stream vertical section than in (b,e).
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Figure 5: (a) Distribution of seamounts that are expected to give rise to shear-induced turbulence due to
baroclinic vortex decoupling in their wakes (Bu > 1). Seamounts with Ro > 1 (too close to the equator and not
accounted for in Eq. (1)), Fr > 1 (for which flow goes primarily above them rather than around them), and
H<100m (fully or partially within the bottom turbulent boundary layer) are all discarded from the map shown
in Figure 1. The colour coding implies the effective turbulent diffusivity that represents the mixing around
and over the height of seamounts as per Eq. (1) (b) The corresponding seamount heights for the seamounts
in panel a. (c) Turbulent diffusivity from tidal mixing on a deep density surface of 28 with a mean depth of
2000m and mean height above bottom of 2160m (from 54).(d) Turbulent diffusivity from lee wave mixing on the
same density layer as in panel c (from 35). (e) Diapycnal velocity calculated from the contribution of internal
tides and lee waves on the density surface γn = 28.05. Positive values (red) indicate diapycnal upwelling, and
negative values (blue) indicate diapycnal downwelling. (f-i) Water mass transformation rate in the global ocean
(f,g) and in the 45◦S - 45◦N Pacific Ocean (h,i). In each panel, the net water mass transformation is split into
the contribution of (blue) internal tides, (red) seamounts and (yellow) lee waves. Panels (f,h) show the separate
contribution of up/downwelling, while panels (g,i) show the residual (net) water mass transformation rate. Note
that the panels have all different x-axes.
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